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Abstract
This editorial highlights recent developments and trends in the field of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) & Law, including development of computational models of legal
argument, rule-based expert systems, information retrieval systems, and the building
of practical applications.
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Halfway through this year I was invited to serve on SCRIPTed’s Advisory Board,
since the editors wanted to strengthen the journal’s focus on Artificial Intelligence
(AI) & Law. I accepted, and a little later I was asked to write an editorial for the
present issue on my research interests in AI and the law. How could I refuse...?
The AI & Law research community roughly consists of two kinds of researchers:
more theoretically inclined researchers who want to understand legal reasoning by
computational means; and more practically oriented people who want to study how
information technology can aid legal practice. In this editorial I have chosen to
discuss the relation between pure and applied AI & Law research, and I shall do so in
light of my own favourite research theme: argumentation.
For a long time, one of AI & Law’s central concerns has been the development of
computational models of legal argument. It is commonplace in this field that rulebased expert systems, although useful for many applications, do not provide a suitable
theoretical model of legal reasoning “when the rules run out”. This observation has
led to many important theoretical advances; all based on the idea that legal reasoning
is adversarial and is about constructing and critically evaluating arguments for and
against alternative solutions of a case. Detailed models have been provided of, for
example, the role of cases, principles, values and purpose in legal reasoning, of
analogical reasoning and of the role of procedure and burden of proof in legal
reasoning. 1
At some point argumentation was even the dominant theme at The International
Conferences on AI & Law (ICAIL), pushing traditional research topics such as rulebased expert systems and information retrieval to the periphery as “old-fashioned” or
“just applied” research. However, things are changing. While rule-based expert
systems and information retrieval systems are in regular practical use, argumentation
research is still largely theoretical or results in proof-of-concept computer systems
that do not scale up to realistic size. In consequence, argumentation seems to have lost
its appeal for many more practically-oriented researchers in this field. Moreover, even
the theoretically inclined researchers more often find their topics elsewhere, since
research on information retrieval, once regarded as not so exciting, has been
revitalised by the spectacular development of the world-wide web, which has put new
topics such as information integration and text mining on the research agenda.
Information integration is concerned with finding and combining relevant information
from various heterogeneous sources (which are abound on the web), while text
1
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mining is about automatically extracting information from unstructured texts (as
virtually all texts on the web are). Given the vast number of documents and
information sources lawyers are confronted with, this research has large potential
practical importance. This explains why a growing number of papers at the field’s
main conferences – ICAIL and JURIX 2 – are devoted to these topics and why, for
instance, the American legal publisher – Thompson-Westlaw – has an AI research
department, whose researchers regularly publish at the ICAIL conferences.
That AI & Law research on legal argument has not yet resulted in practical
applications is not because the researchers involved would be purely interested in
theory. While this may be true for some, others still had a practical vision. For
instance, in his book on the influential HYPO case-based reasoning system, 3 Ashley
sketched a vision of a system which could support an advocate charged with
preparing a case at short notice. The system would be able to accept the facts of the
case and then generate arguments for the two sides to the case and counterarguments
to them, together with the precedents on which they are based. However, such a
system is not yet in practical use at any law firm. 4 The main problem with AI &
Law’s proof-of-concept systems is that they are critically dependent on the possibility
of acquiring a large amount of knowledge and representing it in a form which can be
manipulated by the system. This is an instance of the well known “knowledge
acquisition bottleneck”, which has proved a major barrier to the practical exploitation
of intelligent techniques in many domains. At one time it was expected that this
barrier would be lower in the legal domain because of the availability of documented
sources, but this has proven to be so only for routine, regulation-dependent tasks.
In fact, the automation of such routine tasks is one of main practical success stories of
AI & Law so far. The problem of modelling the text of regulations in computerprocessable form has been essentially solved, and this has proved especially useful in
public administration. Here the use of rule-based systems can greatly reduce two
major sources of errors in the processing of social benefit applications by “street-level
bureaucrats”: their incomplete knowledge of the relevant regulations, and their
inability to handle the (often complex) conditions of the regulations. 5 This success of
rule-based expert systems may be hidden from most legal professionals since these
systems are mainly applied within public administration, but it is nevertheless
considerable. For example, Softlaw, an Australian company founded by one-time AI
& Law researcher Peter Johnson, (which has changed its name several times and is
now called Haley) is active world-wide (although it has partly moved into the related
areas of business rules and regulatory compliance), and in the Netherlands several
companies develop and market rule-based systems for public administration and
regulatory compliance.
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In my ICAIL-01 conference report, 6 I expressed my fear that if a theoretical research
strand like AI & Law research on legal argument leads to no practical spin-off at all, it
will eventually die as a field of research (at least in AI). I nevertheless saw some
reason for optimism – namely the development of argument structuring systems.
Arguments, as found in case files and judicial decisions, can often be rather complex,
so that understanding the web of relationships becomes difficult. There is clear
potential for computers to provide a means of addressing this problem. AI & Law has
addressed this need in research on argument structuring systems, which are a form of
so-called sense-making systems. 7 Such systems avoid the knowledge acquisition
bottleneck since they do not have knowledge which they apply to solve a problem.
Instead, they support humans in making sense of a problem, by providing tools for
structuring (usually visualising) the problem and the user’s reasoning in solving it.
Some sense-making systems also support communication between different people
working on the same problem.
Argument structuring systems have uses in areas where the clear presentation of the
argument is of prime importance, such as preliminary fact investigation, teaching or
case management. In all these cases, the usefulness of such systems might be
increased by integrating them with documentary sources. For instance, when
supporting preliminary fact investigation, the structured evidential arguments could be
linked to police documents containing the available evidence. Or when used for case
management, the software could allow the user to structure a collection of caserelated documents in terms of the argumentation structure of a case. 8 The structure
would capture: the main issues; the main positions and arguments taken by the parties
with respect to the issues; the available evidence related to them; and so on. Incoming
documents could be indexed according to this structure and new documents (either
outgoing documents or internal analyses of a case) could be drafted according to the
same structure and linked to relevant background documents (statutes, case law,
journal articles, testimonies, letters, and so on). Work on argumentation schemes can
further augment the usefulness of such systems. When constructing arguments,
argumentation schemes provide a repertoire of forms of argument to be considered,
and a template prompting for the pieces that are needed; when attacking arguments
they provide a set of critical questions that can identify potential weaknesses in the
opponent’s case. Two research systems that support the use of argumentation schemes
are Avers and Araucaria. 9
Since argument structuring systems avoid the knowledge acquisition bottleneck, they
scale up to realistic size more easily than knowledge based argumentation systems.
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Moreover, there is every reason to believe that such systems may fulfil practical
needs. For instance, in the investigation of crime, the need of crime analysts for
software tools for structuring their thinking and discussions is well documented.
Currently, many of them already use more basic commercial sense-making software,
such as Analyst’s Notebook. However, such software typically only allows them to
structure the available evidence into object-event-relation schemes and timelines.
There is no support for structuring scenarios about what may have happened and their
relation with the available evidence. In a research project at Groningen and Utrecht
we aim to overcome these limitations by designing a structuring tool (called Avers)
for crime analysts that supports combined abductive reasoning for formulating
scenarios and argumentation for linking these scenarios to evidence. 10 It is
encouraging that during this project we have been contacted several times by police
officers who had found out about our project on the web.
But there is more evidence that argument structuring systems may fulfil practical
needs. Reed’s Araucaria system has been used by Canadian magistrates in Ontario,
Canada, for drafting their decisions; they especially found the system’s support for
argumentation schemes and their critical questions useful as a checklist. 11 In January
2007, Tillers (one of the first who saw the legal potential of argument structuring
software) organised a conference at Yeshiva Law School, New York, where a mixture
of legal practitioners and academics discussed the benefits of graphic and visual
representations of evidence and inference in legal settings. At this conference, van
Gelder, the director of Austhink, an Australian company that is a spin-off of research
on teaching applications of argument visualisation, told the audience that an
Australian law firm had been using his software to support a team of solicitors in
preparing a case. Recently, a large Dutch public office that manages the processing of
social security legislation contacted me to see if an argumentation-based assessment
scheme for working with disability benefit can be developed and supported with
argument structuring software. Finally, two weeks ago my PhD student, van den
Braak, who works on the Avers system, was called by a civil servant of the Dutch
ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, who wanted to buy the Avers system for
applications within the ministry. Although this phone call, like the email of the
American solicitor about HYPO, reveals a mismatch between practitioners’
expectations of our field and what we can currently deliver, it nevertheless clearly
illustrates the practical potential of argument structuring software.
Besides bringing AI & Law’s argumentation models closer to practical application,
argument structuring systems also generate interesting new research issues. One such
issue arises from the fact that AI & Law’s heavy-weight formal encoding schemes for
arguments are less suitable for argument structuring applications. As a result, recent
research has turned to the analysis and light-weight structuring of natural-language
argumentation. 12 There is even some recent research on automatically extracting
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arguments from case law decisions. 13 It would be fascinating if such text mining
techniques could be combined with argument structuring systems, so that the
structures could be automatically extracted from the relevant documents.
In any case, in my opinion the holy grail of AI & Law research on legal argument is
to embed natural and flexible representations of legal arguments in formal and
rigorous models of legal argument.
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